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DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

As a global society, we now exist in an Age of Information. 

However with so much information out there, how is possible to 
cut through the noise?

At Social Force, the real struggle we see our clients face is a 
lack of understanding about what digital marketing can do for 
them, and what it is already doing for their competition. 

We’re here to show you that it isn’t as impenetrable as you think. 

So, What Is Digital Transformation?

Digital transformation is all about applying a variety of digital technologies to every aspect of your business in order to receive
full optimisation.

It’s about taking full advantage of the millions of people online at any given moment and �guring out how to deliver value to
them.

It’s also about challenging the status quo in a way that makes businesses question conventional wisdom, invest in innovation,
and be far more e�cient.

REMEMBER...

“At least 40% of all businesses will 
die in the next 10 years… if they 
don’t �gure out how to change their 
entire company to accommodate 
new technologies”

John Chambers
Former CEO, Cisco System
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So, What Is Digital Transformation?

Digital transformation is all about applying digital technology so that every square inch of your business is fully optimised.

It’s about taking full advantage of the millions of people online at any given moment, and �guring out how to deliver the very
best value to them.

To do this, you need to develop a bespoke Digital Marketing Strategy based on you and your target market's needs. You need
to deliver the right content to the right place at the right time. Sounds easy, right?

REMEMBER...

“At least 40% of all businesses will 
die in the next 10 years… if they 
don’t �gure out how to change their 
entire company to accommodate 
new technologies”

John Chambers
Former CEO, Cisco System
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What is

Digital marketing is the promotion of products or services using digital technology. This is achieved 
through digital channels such as search engines, mobile devices, social media, websites and email.

This isn't just a new channel for your marketing e�orts. Transforming your brand using digital 
marketing is an entirely new paradigm in the acquisition of an audience's attention. 

In other words:

• Going digital is no longer an option, but a necessity.

• Going digital is about putting the customer at the centre of everything you do.

• Going digital is about creating services that inspire, attract and empower audiences.

• Going digital is not about buying the latest tech, but how you choose to use it.

• Going digital requires a certain level of expertise.

Essentially, digital marketing is the di�erence between sending one message at a time via homing
pigeon, and sending everyone on your list the same message simultaneously.

Digital Marketing?
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Digital marketing is the promotion of products or services using digital technology. This is achieved 
through digital channels such as search engines, mobile devices, social media, websites and e-mail.

This isn't just a new channel for your marketing e�orts. Transforming your brand using digital 
marketing is an entirely new paradigm in the acquisition of an audience's attention. 

In other words:

• Going digital is no longer an option, but a necessity.

• Going digital is about putting the customer at the centre of everything you do.

• Going digital is about creating services that inspire, attract and empower audiences.

• Going digital is not about buying the latest tech, but how you choose to use it.

• Going digital requires a certain level of expertise.

• Going digital is a journey, not a destination.

Essentially, digital marketing is the di�erence between sending one message at a time via homing 
pigeon, and sending everyone on your list the same message simultaneously.

Digital Marketing?



Digital Usage

• The average Australian consumer accesses the Internet 5+ times a day across a variety of devices

• They spend apprximately 10 hours a day on an Internet-connected device

• Australia’s Internet penetration in 2017 was 88.2% of the total population

• There are 13.5 million Internet subscribers (up 4.7% from 2016)

• 17 million Australians (out of our total population of 24.4 million) are active Facebook users

in Australia

Internet Consumption in Australia

• 41% of Millennials shop online at least once a week (Pymnts.com)

• 66% of Baby Boomers make regular purchases online (Immersion Active)

• Gen X are the most active online shoppers, with 19 transactions per month (KPMG)

• 70% of Gen Z’s buying habits are in�uenced by social media (Accenture.com)

Current Shopping Trends

With these statistical truisms about the modern way of doing business have come several
challenges for businesses. 
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With these statistical truisms about the modern way of doing business have come several
challenges for businesses. 



The Four

01 / Attracting the Right Leads
02/ Measuring Your Return on Investment (ROI)
03/ Knowing Where to Focus Your Resources
04/ Keeping Up with Your Competitors 

Business Challenges:
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Attracting the Right Leads

“Don’t try to please everyone. There are countless people 
who don’t want it, haven’t heard of it or actively hate it. So 
what?”

Seth Godin

1 of 4

Getting the attention of the right leads is one of the most important things you will need to 
do as a business.

So, who are your leads? Leads are the people who have pricked up their ears to hear what 
you have to say. They are what customers look like before they buy. They come in two 
�avours:

• Marketing Quali�ed Leads: the leads who see the value in your o�er but need a bit more
information about why they should give you their money.

• Sales-Quali�ed Leads: the leads who have responded to that information proactively. They
know your o�er is right for them, but they needed to be tapped on the shoulder and pointed
in the right direction. They are ready to spend.

Attracting the Right Leads

“Don’t try to please everyone. There are countless people 
who don’t want it, haven’t heard of it or actively hate it. So 
what?”

Seth Godin
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Measuring Your Return on Investment (ROI)

“Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted;
the trouble is I don't know which half”

John Wanamaker (1838-1922)

2 of 4

According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics, 39% of small to medium businesses fail to 
track the ROI generated by their marketing e�orts.

The challenge here is e�ectively measuring your marketing e�orts in order to justify your 
spend.

If you can't demonstrate why you're spending x amount, what you’re getting from that spend, 
and how it's a�ecting your business, then marketing can amount to a (very expensive) shot in 
the dark.

Measuring Your Return on Investment ( ROI )

“Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted;
the trouble is I don't know which half”

John Wanamaker (1838-1922)
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Knowing Where to Focus Your Resources

Knowing where to focus your resources goes hand-in-hand with your ability to measure the
performance of your digital marketing e�orts.

By investing your resources in the right channels, you can make sure you get the the most out 
of going digital.

“Success is not about your resources. It’s about 
how resourceful you are with what you have”

Tony Robbins
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Keeping Up with Your Competitors

“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a 
follower.”

Steve Jobs

Innovation is the key to remaining relevant in today’s market.

Take the two movie giants, Net�ix and Blockbuster. They took very di�erent approaches to the 
current market.

Net�ix made a move to an online platform.

Blockbuster did not. Instead, they kept their brick and mortar stores and failed to establish a 
real online presence. Nowadays, most of their stores have been sold, demolished or left 
abandoned.

The fact is, much of your competition is planning on or has already overtaken you. They’re 
taking advantage of digital transformation.
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Organisations that have already undergone a digital transformation are experiencing a more agile, 
people-oriented, innovative and customer-centric way of doing business.

Having a digital transformation strategy is paramount to an organisational overhaul. 

The outcome of this will result in: 

• More targeted, results-driven leads

• A better return on your marketing spend

• A more e�cient and e�ective marketing strategy

• An ongoing edge over your competitors

overcome these challenges?

“Innovation needs to be part of your culture. Consumers are 
transforming faster than we are, and if we don’t catch up, 
we’re in trouble.”

Ian Schafer, Deep Focus

How can I 



Where Did I Go Wrong?

I’m Fully Digital, But I’m Not Seeing the Bene�ts.

To fully bene�t from digital transformation, you need to understand 
what makes a business truly digital. Going digital isn’t simply about 
building a website or setting up a Facebook page. Marketers have 
been doing that for over a decade. ?
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What It Means To Be

Customer-Centric Culture – to be digital is to deliver what the customer needs �rst. They need to be features that are 
bene�cial to the customer and satisfy their needs as quickly and e�ciently as possible.

Instant Feedback – in a digital world, customers need to receive immediate feedback on any requests. Customers don’t 
want to wait minutes, hours or days for a response. 

Real-time – any digital system should be able to send information and receive requests around the clock, 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week. Information should be available on demand to whoever asks for it, and the data the system sends and 
receives should be the latest available. 

Automated – a digital service should include as much automatic processing as possible. When 100% of all services are 
automatically processed without the need for manual setting or intervention, everything runs a lot smoother. 

Intelligent –  your digital services should do all the work for you. Aim to minimise the e�ort and understand your 
customers’ needs. In other words, the service should be able to anticipate a customer’s next steps, prepare a response and 
then suggest their next course of action.

Fully Digital

“The last ten years of business have been about changing 
the way people work. The next ten years of it will be about 
transforming your business”

Aaron Levie, CEO of Box

What It Means To Be

• Meet your customers’ needs quickly & e�ciently

• Instant feedback, at any time of the day or night

• An intelligent system, with minimal need for intervention

• Information on-demand in real-time

• An automated service that does all the work for you

• Permanent online presence

• An attractive and consistent branding aesthetic

• Constantly evolving according to the needs of your customers

• Ongoing improvement – it’s a journey, not a destination

Fully Digital
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Digital transformation is like building a house - you cannot start without a solid foundation. 
Each step of the process builds on top of the last. Trying to build a website without a solid 
brand framework, for instance, will result in an unfocused and expensive waste of time and 
money. Analysis of your business and brand, as well as where you are positioned in relation to 
your competition, is the foundation of the entire digital transformation process. 

How Can we Transform My Business?

Analysis Brand Identity
& Design

Website Design
& Management

Social Media
Marketing

Search Engine
Optimisation
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How Can WE Transform My Business?

Analysis - without testing the body, a doctor cannot diagnose or treat the problem. Similarly, you need to �rst take a 
microscope to everything your business does to understand how to improve it.

Brand Identity & Design - how are you perceived by your customers? What do the images, colours, language and overall 
aesthetic used by your business say about it?

Website Design & Management - your website is the digital gateway to your brand. If it isn’t designed with the customer 
and their needs in mind, it may distort their impression of your brand. Regular maintenance is part and parcel of a 
successful website.

Social Media Marketing - most successful marketers use social media to promote their brands. Small businesses that 
e�ectively use social media to their advantage don’t remain small for long. Understanding how consumers use these 
platforms is key to success.
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Search Engine Optimisation - SEO is about positioning your brand as the most relevant choice for Google when your 
potential customers are searching for keywords or phrases. Creating content around these keywords and phrases is what 
Google looks for when deciding on the best choice for its users.



This is your business. It’s a labour of love. But trusting Social Force with your digital transformation 
is a joint venture. Rest assured that while the di�cult and technical stu� is in our hands, the control 
of where and how your brand is transformed is never taken away from you.
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We’re Into Vision Co-Development

Social Force seeks to transform your business and brand into an online presence that is above and
beyond the competition, commanding the attention of your audience.

Not satis�ed by merely o�ering one or two cookie-cutter services, Social Force specialises in
customised digital marketing services.

We don’t suggest or charge for services that aren’t relevant to your market, because we know
how wasteful that can be for your business. Instead, we focus on the services you need and will
see genuine results from.

Social Force is Australia’s first & only Digital Transformation Company.

What Can Social Force Do for Me?



Brand Design & Identity
Social Force o�ers a wide range of products designed to connect your brand identity across all media platforms. 
From business cards to custom-designed logos, Social Force ensures your brand is consistent across all marketing 
communications, telling your story in a way that captures the imagination of your target audience. 

Website Design
Building a website is a very personal thing. It’s why we take great care to involve you in every stage of the process. All 
Social Force websites are developed using the WordPress content management system (CMS) template. WordPress 
gives you complete access and control to update your content 24/7, from any device, and is globally recognised as the 
best CMS available. 

Website Hosting
We take the hassle out of sourcing a web host. If you host with Social Force, you’ll never have to worry about keeping
your website software up-to-date, or whether your website has been backed up properly. We’ll do it all for you.

Graphic Design
From brochures to business cards, Social Force provides a complete graphic design service using the latest technology. 
Whether it’s strictly corporate or a more relaxed vibe, our creative team think outside the box, providing you with a 
unique brand image that will set you apart from the crowd. 

Our Services
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Brand & Identity Design
Social Force o�ers a wide range of products designed to connect your brand identity across all media platforms. 
From business cards to custom-designed logos, Social Force ensures your brand is consistent across all marketing 
communications, telling your story in a way that captures the imagination of your target audience. 

Website Design
Building a website is a very personal thing. It’s why we take great care to involve you in every stage of the process. All
Social Force websites are developed using WordPress, and are designed to best suit your needs. We also create
functional, fully integrated e-commerce websites to allow for easy online transactions.

E-mail Marketing
E-mail is a great tool for building relationships with your current clients and attracting new leads. Social Force
creates fully automated e-mail systems that include regular newsletters, beautifully designed e-mail campaigns and
trigger e-mails. This will help you generate more website tra�c and increase sales for your business.

Our Digital Transformation Services



Social Media Marketing
At Social Force, we plan, execute, measure and produce highly-innovative social media campaigns. We connect all 
your social media to your website, creating new opportunities that let you connect with a range of audiences. Social 
Force works with all the popular social media platforms, including Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, YouTube
and Pinterest.

Inbound Marketing
Inbound marketing means potential customers can �nd you through channels such as blogs, search engines and social 
media. In turn, it provides them with relevant and useful content without being overly invasive. By creating content 
designed to address the needs of your target customers, inbound marketing attracts quality prospects and builds trust 
and credibility for your business. Inbound marketing is about attraction through value.

SEO – Search Engine Optimisation
Your business’s SEO strategy needs to re�ect the needs and wants of your customers. Social Force prides itself on the 
ability to carve out a speci�c niche in the market that’s just right for your business. We create the most relevant (and 
therefore e�ective) Google rankings, which in turn mean more quali�ed tra�c for you. 

Digital Transformation
The time has come to showcase your brand to the world on a digital stage. Conveniently, Social Force are specialists in 
this regard. Transforming your brand into a digital powerhouse requires a unique perspective, and a �rm grasp of how 
your customers behave online. Our team is ready to help take your business to the next level. 

Our Services
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SEO – Search Engine Optimisation
Your business’s SEO strategy needs to re�ect the needs and wants of your customers. Social Force prides itself on the 
ability to carve out a speci�c niche in the market that’s just right for your business. We create the most relevant (and 
therefore e�ective) Google rankings, which in turn mean more quali�ed tra�c for you. 

Digital Advertising
Social Force creates e�ective pay-per-click advertising campaigns that deliver results for you. Our digital marketing
team are experts in creating e�ective ads, including social media and Google AdWords. We design campaigns that
maximise your reach and give you the best return on your investment.

Social Media Marketing
At Social Force, we plan, execute, measure and produce highly-innovative social media campaigns. We connect all
your social media to your website, creating new opportunities that let you connect with a range of audiences. Social 
Force works with all the popular social media platforms, including Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, YouTube 
and Pinterest.

Our Digital Transformation Services



Quarles

Case Studies

With such a wide range of experience in various industries, the team at Social Force are capable of handling unique projects 
from an extensive range of diverse industries. We specialise in digital transformation, helping to bring your brand online and 
into the future.

Here are just a handful of the projects we have been working on:
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Quarles Business & Financial Strategists: Digital Transformation Story

With such a wide range of experience in various industries, the team at Social Force are capable of handling unique 
projects from an extensive range of diverse industries. We specialise in digital transformation, helping to bring your brand 
online and into the future.

Here are just a handful of the projects we have been working on:

Quarles Business & Financial Strategists have been o�ering their expert services to Perth businesses and individuals for 40 
years. They have been early adopters of the newest accounting technology to make sure they o�er the most up to date 
services to their clients.

Their approach to Digital Transformation was no di�erent. Recognising the huge potential in going digital, and not wanting 
to fall behind their competition, they got in touch with the team at Social Force.

Social Force worked closely with Quarles to help them establish a much stronger online presence. This was done in several 
ways.

• Creating sleek and professional branding to give Quarles a more modern image.
• Website redesign to increase the functionality and user experience, resulting in a website that properly communicated
the company’s value and converted more visitors into leads.
• Social Media strategy that opened up new channels to communicate with the target market and positioned Quarles as
an industry thought leader.
• SEO which increased their rankings for the keywords that their target market was searching for and bought more tra�c
to their website.

How We’ve Helped Our Clients
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How We’ve Helped Our Clients

What Digital Transformation Looks Like



Quarles
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TESTIMONIAL: 

Since bringing Social Force on board to help with our Digital Transformation and digital marketing 
capability, we have seen tremendous real and measurable changes. Quarles Business & Financial 
Strategists’ brand is now better equipped to add value to our clients in the digital space with a 
fresh new look and a powerful marketing approach. The relationship we’ve developed with Social 
Force is sure to be long-lasting.  

How We’ve Helped Our Clients



Prices

Choose the package that’s right for you, and let’s get started!

We know you’re too busy to waste valuable time �guring how best to be represented online. That’s why our packages are 
bundled together, with everything you’ll ever need. 

Ready to Transform Your Business?
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Choose the package that’s right for you, 
and let’s get started!

Ready to Transform Your Business?

https://www.socialforce.com.au/contact/
https://www.socialforce.com.au/contact/
https://www.socialforce.com.au/contact/
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If you want to transform your business but aren’t sure what you need, book a FREE 
consultation with us and together we can �gure out what’s best for you.

www.socialforce.com.au

Get the force on your side!

https://www.socialforce.com.au/contact/

